MAKE YOUR CONFERENCE

Unforget t able

Welcome to Stephanies Ocean Spa
Organising a conference can be challenging, we totally understand your responsibility extends
far beyond logistics and details; it’s about making your conference effective and unforgettable!
Stephanies Ocean Spa is located right here at Peppers Noosa Resort & Villas and can professionally
add expert elements to ensure your people remain motivated and responsive throughout your
conference.
Stephanies Ocean Spa is an Internationally Awarded Day Spa, we invite you to reward your
delegates by enjoying our onsite facilities where we pride ourselves by providing expert Beauty
Therapies, Signature Spa Treatments and Hydrotherapy Experiences ensuring your time away is
unforgettable.
What we would really enjoy is to be part of your conference. Treatments can be easily incorporated
into your conference timeline. We’ve developed Express Spa Services we can bring to your
conference room or break out area, to help refresh the mind and body – so no glazed over looks
during afternoon and evening sessions!
We’re transforming conferences, and invite you to review our Conference Spa Packages overleaf.
Stephanies Ocean Spa is located on Level 2, Sunrise Building, Peppers Noosa Resort & Villas, we
encourage and welcome you to enjoy a Spa Tour while organising your conference.
People are truly the greatest asset in any organisation, so throughout your conference, incorporate
Stephanies Ocean Spa to keep delegates engaged and proactive.
We look forward to making your conference Unforgettable!
Stephanie Shepherd
CEO & Founder
Stephanies Luxury Spas
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CONFERENCE SPA PACKAGES AT YOUR VENUE

Breakout

Massage Bar*

This package gives all of your delegates an Individual Chair Massage of 5 - 10 minutes each and
includes our Signature Inhalations at your conference venue. Breakout Massage Bar is available
for 3 or more people and requires a minimum of one hour with two Therapists.
$120/Therapist/Hour

CONFERENCE SPA PACKAGES IN-SPA

Dreamtime In-Spa*

This package gives your delegates the opportunity to experience our Luxury Spa facilities
including refreshments, change rooms, robes and our Tranquility Lounge. In-Spa Dreamtime is
available for 3 + people and requires a minimum of 40 minutes of In-Spa Therapies per person.
$89/Person/See Spa Manager

Bliss

In-Spa*

Delegates experience our Luxury Spa facilities, refreshments, change rooms, robes and our
Tranquility Lounge. In-Spa Bliss is available for 3 + people and requires a minimum of 60
minutes of customised In-Spa Therapies per person. Includes our Signature Inhalations and a
complimentary Floatation Therapy.
$POA/Person/See Spa Manager
*Not to be used with any other offer or spa pass. Exclusive for conference delegates only. Must be prebooked and prepaid.

PLEASE CALL OUR SPA MANAGER ON 07 5473 5353
OR EMAIL MANAGER@STEPHANIESOCEANSPA.COM.AU TO BOOK YOUR
CONFERENCE SPA PACKAGE.
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